
⧉SneakPeek Web Thumbnail and
PDF Suite

ScriptNet Solutions introduce: ⧉SNEAKPEEK Script: Web Marketing Tool Suite 

Create in the fly, hundreds (or millions!) of Custom Website URL Screenshots via REST API,
or manually create all Snapshoots and Branded PDF you need. ⧉SneakPeek Script it's Easy to
setup and use: it is time to stop to spend hundreds any months, to 3 Party Services. 

Enriching your content with images related to external links has become simpler, faster and
more effective. ⧉SNEAKPEEK will help you in the creation of Brand Presentations or
Marketing Research, or by providing the Team of a Web Agency with personal resources to
increase the effectiveness of their marketing and Branding strategies; this and much more! 

You can be a PRO, without any extra problem and have MINIMUM THE SAME QUALITY for
A FRACTION OF THE COSTS! 

Major Features

URL TO IMAGE: Create dozens of Snaps in a flash; add a URL, decide the size and
quality. Done!
URL TO PDF: Just add a URL, to get elegant HQ PDF paginated, with images links and
your Brand.
PERSONAL REST API: A robust REST API that can be Customized with Measurements
and Quality of Web Thumbnails.
QUALITY IMAGES: Add manually the quality of the Images generated, or a standard of
those generated via API.
IMAGE SIZES: Add manually, Height and Width of each Image, or a standard size of those
generated via API.
YOUR TRADEMARK: Expand Your Brand: add a Custom Image as a trademark for all
generated files (PDF included).
CODE EXAMPLES READY: SneakPeek is 1 Suite for all your Web Projects. Create in the
fly the right code for your needs. Edit, Copy and Paste; done.
IMAGE EDITOR: Upload, Crop or resize any image on any device.
REFRESH AND DELETE: Update an already created Snapshot in seconds, or delete it if it
doesn't meet your requirements.
SNEAKPEEK WP PLUGIN: Use the powerfull SneakPeek API and create Website
Previews of any external link on WordPress Website.

* DROPBOX BACKUP: Just add your Dropbox API Tokens: Backup of all your files,
Images and PDF on your external Account!
* MULTIUSER SYSTEM: Great platform for Web Marketing: create New Users with
personal API. Enable your Team to use SneakPeek!

* Single product: sold separately. Read More .

Server Requirements

LINUX Servers
WHTMLTOPDF Extension
ANGULAR JS Extension - Optional

NOTE: ⧉SneakPeek Script necessarily requires those modules for a correct operation and it
is therefore assumed that this Apache Modules is already present to your server. 

If it is not yet installed and active, please follow the correct procedure for installation on different
types of servers.

Web space Requirements

PHP >= 7.4.0
MySQL 5.5 MariaDB

Mod wkhtmltopdf Installation on CentOS

WKHTMLTOPDF is a system that can be used on many and different platforms; check your
version in the Official Website: https://wkhtmltopdf.org/downloads.html .
Or read more about this Guide HERE .

Copy and Paste Steps:

yum install -y xorg-x11-fonts-75dpi

yum install -y xorg-x11-fonts-Type1

wget http://download.gna.org/wkhtmltopdf/0.12/0.12.2.1/wkhtmltox-

0.12.2.1_linux-centos7-amd64.rpm

rpm -Uvh wkhtmltox-0.12.2.1_linux-centos7-amd64.rpm

wkhtmltopdf http://www.google.com.ph google.pdf

Mod wkhtmltopdf on Ubuntu

WKHTMLTOPDF is a system that can be used on many and different platforms; check your
version in the Official Website: https://wkhtmltopdf.org/downloads.html.
Or read more about this Guide here.

Copy and Paste Steps:

wget https://github.com/wkhtmltopdf/packaging/releases/download/0.12.6-

1/wkhtmltox_0.12.6-1.bionic_amd64.deb

sudo apt install ./wkhtmltox_0.12.6-1.bionic_amd64.deb

wkhtmltopdf --version

wkhtmltopdf http://www.google.com.ph google.pdf

Angular JS on CentOS

ANGULAR JS is a system that can be used on many and different platforms; check your
version in the Official Website: https://angular.io/docs.
Or read more about this Guide here.

Copy and Paste Steps:

curl -sL https://rpm.nodesource.com/setup_12.x | sudo -E bash -

sudo yum install nodejs

npm install -g @angular/cli

npm install -g @angular/cli@9

node --version

npm --version
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Changelog

SneakPeek Suite v2.1 - 2022 

- Added html Screenshot form page 
- Update Documentation 
- Included new WordPress plugin v.2.0 
- Fix some bugs

SneakPeek Suite v2.0 - 2021 

- Update and rebuild script logic code 
- Added Registration & Login 
- Added User Profile section 
- Added API examples 
- Added API refresh Token 
- Added API refresh Image function 
- Added Image Editor 
- Added Seo Landing Page 
- Added back end Multi User Feature * Separate product 
- Added Dropbox API Feature * Separate product

SneakPeek Platform v1.0 - Deprecated 2018 

- Initial Public Release - Beta 
- Added URL to PDF Feature 
- Added back end User 
- WordPress plugin - Initial release v1.0

Sneak Script v1.2 - Deprecated 2017 

- Added URL to Image API 
- Added Codes examples 
- Fix some bugs

Sneak Script v1.1 - 2016 

- Added simple user back end. 
- Added cron Feature.

Sneak Script v1.0 - 2016 

- Initial public release - Beta
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